IT’S TIME FOR WIZARDS TO GIVE UP THE ILLUSION AND SHOW THEIR CARDS:
HOW WIZARDS OF THE COAST CIRCUMVENTS GAMING LAW TO MAKE MILLIONS.
David M. Stern
INTRODUCTION
Humans have been gambling for thousands of years. Scholars agree that there have been
card-based games of chance in Ancient China as early as the 800AD.1 In the United States, the
federal government has been struggling to regulate gambling since the turn of the nineteenth
century.2 However, so long as there is regulation, there will be those who try to avoid it. This
remains as true today as it was in the early days of the “turf clubs” in the 1940s. Historically,
some turf clubs and bookies were able to survive, even thrive by avoiding government detection
and thus regulation. As Philip K. Dick so eloquently put it, “[w]hom the g-ds notice they destroy.
Be small… and you will escape the jealousy of the great.”3 This philosophy has proven very true
for Wizards of the Coast (WOTC), who pioneered trading card games (TCGs) with the creation
and development of Magic the Gathering (“magic”).4
Magic is the world’s most popular TCG reaching millions of players in more than 48
countries around the globe.5 True to its name, magic gathers flocks of fans and players in
regional, national, and global tournaments throughout the year. The game itself includes mixed
elements of strategy, skill, and chance. Amateur and professional magic players alike, compete
in tournaments and leagues around the world for excitement, notoriety, and a variety of prizes.
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Players train, practice, conduct research, and invest significant amounts of time and money to
rise in the ranks and compete at the top levels. Nevertheless, the “highest ranking” players often
lose to relative newcomers and it is extremely rare for any single player to consistently rank in
the top eight–let alone win consecutive tournaments.6 Magic’s more chaotic features
undoubtedly play a role in its appeal and mounting success. However, despite the elements of
chance present in magic, WOTC has thus far managed to evade scrutiny from gaming
commissions and remains self-regulating. Magic and other TCGs, escape gaming law and
regulations by blurring the line between “games” and “gambling,” which results in companies
like WOTC7 flying under the radar raising significant policy concerns for gaming regulators and
communities.
PREAMBLE: “Everything gives way, and nothing stays.”8
Like everything in life, the world of gaming is constantly evolving and gaming regulators
need to keep up. In the last two decades, the internet has been a major force in changing the
landscape of international gaming law.9 In the words of Thomas Friedman (not Tila Tequila)10,
“the world is flat.”11 Due to globalization, companies and individuals have access to international
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markets and are forced to operate on a level playing field that has little respect for borders. This
is especially true for the gaming industry, which has been laboring intensely to keep up with
online betting, eSports, and cryptocurrencies.12 Part I of this note looks at how globalization
affects the TCG industry and magic specifically.
The tournament structure of magic and the actual mechanics of gameplay will be
explored in part II. The similarities between TCGs such as magic and games that are regulated
by gaming authorities (like Texas Hold’Em) will be highlighted in part III. Part III will also look
at how WOTC manages to evade a gaming classification, and why. Finally, part IV of this note
will outline some potential strategies, such as creating a subclass or “carve-out” for TCGs, which
will enable gaming regulators to accommodate TCGs without derailing the TCG industry.
I.

PART I: Globalization of TCGs in the Modern Era
Individuals all over the globe now have access to the internet from their smartphones and

can place bets right from the palms of their hands.13 TCGs and eSports are arguably becoming
more prevalent in foreign countries than traditional sports and the viewership numbers,
especially online viewers, is staggering.14 Furthermore, there is vast international appeal for
is leveling the playing field and that people are accessing the global market and communicating with increasing
ease. He states that “America had better get ready for this,” implying that industries need to prepare for the
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games like poker; evidenced by the growth and success of the World Series of Poker (WSOP).15
Due to the sensational growth of eSports and poker (in its many forms), gaming regulatory
bodies already struggle to find universally acceptable methods of protecting communities from
the dangers of gambling and to monitor, as well as tax, gambling appropriately.16 Adding to that
challenge is the influx of non-traditional TCGs whose developers and promotors have cleverly
circumvented gaming regulations while building momentum and amassing fans worldwide. If
regulators “don’t face forward, [they] face the possibility of shock and damage.”17
In recent years, eSports has garnered international attention and appeal. A recent poll
shows that, League of Legends (LOL), a popular videogame, boasts 5,219 tournament players
and over 1,974 tournaments in which it awarded a combined total of over $49 million dollars in
cash prizes.18 This shocking amount of prize money is dwarfed by Dota 2, another videogame,
which has awarded almost 133 million in cash prizes over the span of only 877 tournaments
(averaging approximately $150,000 per tournament). These eSports tournaments raise important
questions when it comes to gambling and gambling regulations. Much like traditional sports,
those questions center around whether tournaments are considered “games” or “gambling.” The
latter involving both professional and amateur players alike, where elements of chance play a
tournament-20150603. (June 3, 2015). (More than 11 000 in attendance); See also, Pro Tour Magic 2015 – Finals –
Ivan Floch vs. Jackson Cunningham, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8vq7GxCg2o (Aug. 3, 2014). This
video has over two million views on YouTube.
15
See generally, Donnie Peters and Chad Holloway, History of the World Series of Poker, Part 2: Growth and
Acquisition by Harrah’s, POKERNEWS.COM (Oct. 30, 2013) https://www.pokernews.com/news/2013/10/history-ofwsop-part-2-14875.htm.
16
See generally, Sam Cooke, Lack of Regulation in eSports Gambling remains a Burden, TOTALLYGAMING.COM,
https://totallygaming.com/news/betting/lack-regulation-esports-gambling-remains-burden. (March 15, 2017); See
also, Josh Axelrad, Online Gambling may be Too Powerful For Regulation, THEGUARDIAN.COM,
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/apr/21/online-gambling-regulations. (April 21, 2011); See also
Xinjian Li, Dangerous New Trend: Illegal Magic Gambling, GOODGAMERY.COM,
https://goodgamery.com/2010/09/dangerous-new-trend-illegal-magic-gambling. (Sept. 22, 2010).
17
See, Jason Lee, actor playing ‘Brodie’ in the motion picture Mallrats,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0eo1hLmbMk (Oct. 20, 1995), at 0:36-0:50.
18
E-Sports Earnings: Top Games Awarding Prize Money, https://www.esportsearnings.com/games (last visited Jan
4. 2018).
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substantial factor in determining the outcomes. For the most part, gambling regulators have not
raised much concern about or regulated eSports. That is perhaps partially because, like
traditional sports, eSports are generally considered contests of skill. Much like chess,19 eSports
and popular video games like Golden Tee20 are being classified as games of skill and avoiding
gambling regulation in many of the same ways that WOTC avoids that stigma. Being a skillbased game, however, does not eliminate the potential for betting on the tournament or game
outcomes, which is still chance-based.
Not unlike many eSports games, TCGs are amassing a huge global audience. Today,
magic is the leading TCG in the world21 having held over 100 Pro Tour (PT) tournaments each
awarding $240, 000 in cash prizes22 and nearly 700 Grand Prix (GP) tournaments with more than
sixty thousand players.23 These tournaments are hosted worldwide in over 48 countries24 and
matches are streamed live on a variety of online platforms.25 Like eSports, the global reach of
TCGs, magic in particular, makes it possible for WOTC to market its product to a wide range of
potential customers who have virtually unlimited access to view tournaments or compete
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Id.
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See generally, Magic: The Gathering, TWITCH.TV,
https://www.twitch.tv/directory/game/Magic:%20The%20Gathering (last visited Feb. 23, 2018).
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themselves. A phenomenon that was hardly contemplated before the existence of the World
Wide Web.
As with eSports, the crucial question is whether TCGs and the magic tournaments run by
WOTC ought to be classified as gambling and regulated as such. In this regard, magic can be
clearly distinguished from eSports because in magic (a game of cards),26 random chance plays a
much more substantial role in determining the outcome of matches.
II.

PART II: Understanding Magic The Gathering: A Non-Traditional Classification of
“Game”: Game Mechanics and Play
Developed in 1993 by Richard Garfield, magic has amassed over 12 million fans

worldwide.27 Casual players convene in kitchens, living rooms, basements, school lunchrooms,
and local stores to trade cards and play against each other. Many of them will also attend
tournaments at nearby game stores and compete for cash prizes or bundles of cards. Other
players will attend qualifying tournaments that offer winners a chance to compete on a larger
platform. Players of varying degrees of skill – ranging from professional players to casual
“amateur” players – regularly attend tournaments, often competing in “Grand Prix” tournaments
to earn a coveted ticket and get invited onto the “Pro Tour.”28
Magic is a strategic fantasy-based TCG. Hundreds of gameplay variations exist for
magic, but the standard game is comprised of a match, or series of matches, in which two players
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See supra, note 19. Just because there is an element of skill involved from the players, card games are not
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2018). https://magic.wizards.com/en/content/pro-tour-magic-event-types-events.
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face off against each other.29 Each player creates a deck of cards following specific rules laid out
by WOTC30 and competes with his or her deck. Magic is a turn-based game beginning with both
players drawing seven cards from their respective decks and rolling a die to determine –
randomly – who goes first. Each player is allotted twenty life points and then they take turns
playing cards intended to reduce the opponent’s life points to zero. WOTC has created more than
19,000 cards since magic’s inception – each with unique properties that can alter the course of a
match.31 To construct a deck, players select cards and pair them together to create potentially
devastating combinations; commonly referred to as combos. There is a tremendous amount of
strategy involved in deciphering the best possible combos for a given tournament format32 and
building an optimal deck to defeat a variety of potential opponents. In a typical tournament, each
deck must contain a minimum of sixty cards and a sideboard of no more than fifteen cards.33 In
each sixty-plus card deck, a player can only include four of any individual card. Each player
shuffles his or her own deck then hands it to the opponent to shuffle, ensuring randomization of
the cards and fair play.34 Card sorting– the practice of arranging one’s deck so that certain cards
can be drawn in sequence or at a certain junction in the match – is strictly forbidden.35
Once each player has drawn seven cards and the starting player has been determined, that
player begins the first turn. Except for the first turn, turns begin with an untap phase, followed
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See generally, Wizards of the Coast LLC, Magic: the Gathering Comprehensive Rules, § 100
https://blogs.magicjudges.org/rules/cr304. (last updated Jan. 19, 2018).
30
See generally, Wizards of the Coast LLC, Magic: the Gathering Comprehensive Rules,
https://blogs.magicjudges.org/rules/cr304. (last updated Jan. 19, 2018).
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https://mtg.gamepedia.com/Magic:_The_Gathering/statistics_and_trivia.
32
See generally, Wizards of the Coast LLC, Magic: the Gathering Tournament Rules, 26 (2014),
http://www.wizards.com/contentresources/wizards/wpn/main/documents/magic_the_gathering_tournament_rules_p
df1.pdf. (Hereinafter “MTR”). There are a variety of different tournament formats and different tournaments place
different limits, bans, and other restrictions on cards .
33
Id.
34
Id. at 10, 17-18.
35
Id. at 17-18.
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by an upkeep phase, and then a draw phase in which the acting player draws a single card from
the top of the deck (also referred to as a player’s library). During each phase either player can
play instant cards or activate instant abilities.36 The turn then follows with the main phase in
which the acting player can play spells from his or her hand and again instants can be played or
activated. During a player’s main phase, that player may declare an attack, triggering an attack
phase that creates yet another opportunity for either player to cast instants or use instant abilities.
Finally, the player ends his turn with a discard phase giving one last opportunity for instants
before the opponent’s turn commences. This process continues until the match concludes in
either a draw or one player winning by bringing the opponent’s life points to zero. Alternatively,
a player also loses the match if, during the draw phase, that player is unable to draw because
there are no remaining cards in his or her library.
Much like the deck building process, during actual gameplay, the skill of a player will
significantly influence the outcome of a match. Each player is limited by the number of cards in
hand and has limited resources, called mana37 with which to cast spells from his or her hand. In
selecting which cards to play at any given time, players must consider: the cards in play on both
sides, the remaining cards in their own hand, the cards they may draw next, and the cards that
may be in the opponent’s hand and library. Similar to traditional strategy games, like chess,
players who can think several turns ahead and anticipate what options an opponent might have
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See generally, Wizards of the Coast LLC, Magic: the Gathering Comprehensive Rules, § 304
https://blogs.magicjudges.org/rules/cr304. (last updated Jan. 19, 2018). (Hereinafter “MCR”). Instants, like
sorceries, are one-shot spell cards or abilities that are not put into play. They have their effect immediately once the
mana cost is paid then are removed to the player’s graveyard (discard pile). Unlike sorceries, which can only be
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37
Id. at § 106. Typically, mana is produced by “land” cards which can be played one card per turn and are “tapped”
(turned on their side) to indicate that the card has been used. Mana can also be produced by various spell cards and
abilities. Once mana is produced the active player can use that amount of mana to cast other cards in his or her hand
or activate abilities from the cards in play that require a “mana cost.” Any lands that are tapped for mana remain
tapped until the player’s following “untap” phase at the beginning of the following turn. The standard order of play
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based on that opponent’s deck, will have a huge advantage in deciding which cards to play from
their own hand and at what time. The most skilled players have a vast knowledge of the best
combos that are being played in different decks in the tournament and which cards might be
available to an opponent to thwart that player’s own attempts. As in poker, skilled players will
read their opponents and make educated guesses based on what they know of the potential cards
their opponents may possess. However, unlike poker, the possibilities are not limited to a fiftytwo-card deck, but rather a sixty-card deck comprised of a potentially much larger pool of
options since there are over 19, 000 magic cards available.38 The tremendous amount of skill in
magic play notwithstanding, there are undeniable elements of randomization and chance
involved as well. Despite holding an advantage based on skill, the best players, sometimes with
the best decks, do not always win.39
What could be the best deck against one opponent may be the worst matchup against a
different opponent’s deck. A good deck matchup could be offset by a poor initial draw that
weighs heavily in favor an opponent even if that opponent has a weaker deck. With so many
potential card combinations, the randomness of drawing cards, the interplay between different
decks, and the varying skill of the players, there remains a substantial amount of luck involved in
each match.
Throughout a match, each player’s deck will interact with the opponent’s deck. Players
can “cast spells” that remove an opponent’s card from play or alter the effects on a card. In a
tournament structure, the interplay between decks becomes even more complex because each

38

Supra note 27. In games like Texas Hold’Em, all players seated at the table are dealt cards from a communal deck
of 52 cards whereas in magic each player has at minimum a 60-card deck that is was constructed out of thousands of
different cards. In most cases, no two 60-card magic decks are the same.
39
See infra, Penrod note 23.
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player uses a deck that can vary greatly from an opponent’s deck in a previous round, but no
player can swap his or her own deck for a more favorable one once it has been entered into the
tournament. When a player advances in a tournament and faces a new randomly selected
opponent, that opponent’s deck can be vastly different from the deck faced in the previous round.
A player can only adjust his or her deck after the first match in a best-of-three series by
substituting cards from his or her fifteen-card sideboard. Suppose Player A builds a deck that
relies only on creature spells, which eat away at an opponent’s life points by attacking with
creatures, while Player B has a deck with no creatures at all. When Player A attempts to cast a
creature spell, Player B may respond with a counterspell card if Player B has the available mana
required to cast the counterspell. If, however, Player B has no counterspell or no available mana,
Player B will have to rely on other creature removal spells hoping that one is drawn before the
creature attacks. If Player B does not draw a creature removal spell in time, it could spell big
trouble. Assuming Player B has adequately built a deck to combat creature spells, Player B could
be at a significant disadvantage when facing a subsequent opponent who plays a creature-less
deck because all of Player B’s creature removal spells will be useless. The challenge then
becomes building a deck that will be able to compete against a variety of different opponents
who are playing different decks coupled with a significant amount of ‘luck of the draw’ due to
the randomness of the shuffled libraries.
Another factor adding to the randomization is the selection of opponents. In regular
tournament play, player matchups are selected at random and neither player is privy to their
opponent’s deck makeup prior to the selection.40 The most skilled player could be paired against
another highly skilled player or against the least skilled player in the tournament depending on

40

Some players with a previous ranking will receive a “bye” in the first rounds of the swiss style matchups.
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random chance. According to many of the most elite magic players, magic will always have a
substantial element of chance.41 “There is variance to this game, the best players win 70% of the
time, not 100% of the time… recognize that it is a numbers game.”42
Magic The Gathering Betting History
In magic’s earlier days, players often competed for what they called ante.43 Just like
traditional betting card games such as poker, an ante was a stake put up by each player before
receiving their playing hand.44 In magic, the stake was a magic card, selected at random from
each players’ library. “When playing for ante, each player puts one random card from his or her
deck into the ante zone after determining which player goes first but before players draw any
cards. Cards in the ante zone may be examined by any player at any time. At the end of the
game, the winner becomes the owner of all the cards in the ante zone.”45
Playing for ante is a direct contest between two players for a prize that sometimes has
significate monetary value. Each magic card carries a different monetary value that is derived
from a combination of factors including: the (1) rarity; (2) playability; and (3) power of the card.
Together, these factors will govern a card’s worth in the market. Magic cards are sold in booster
packs (standard booster packs have 8 or 15 cards varying in rarity)46 and subsequently placed

41

Shaun Penrod, 187: How to Prepare Like a True Magic Professional with Jon Stern, MTGPROTUTOR,COM
Episode 187 (last visited Feb. 2, 2018) http://www.mtgprotutor.com/?s=187 Time stamp: 24:30 – 25:15 “There is
variance to this game, the best players win 70 % of the time… it is a numbers game”
42
Id.
43
See infra, MCR note 19 at § 407.1.
44
See, Ante, Oxford Living Dictionaries, OXFORDDICTIONARIES.COM,
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/ante. (last visited Feb. 2, 2018).
45
See infra, MCR note 19 at § 407.2.
46
See David Lumb, Can Legislation Fix Gaming’s Loot Box Problem? It’s Time to Decide the Difference Between
Loot Boxes and Gambling, If There Is One, ENGADGET.COM (Feb. 24, 2018)
https://www.engadget.com/2018/02/24/loot-boxes-gambling-legislation/. There is substantial debate surrounding
“loot boxes” in video games, which is extremely similar to the random chance involved in opening a booster pack of
cards that may contain extremely valuable cards. magic booster packs are often awarded as prize tournaments,
adding yet another layer to this debate.
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back into the market individually by players and retailers who buy, sell, and trade them to create
their desired decks. The structure of the game itself serves to drive players to purchase more
cards and increase the sales of magic merchandise in general, but the quickly expanding
tournament system WOTC has developed and promoted also serves as a primary advertising
mechanism and generates substantial income for the company.47
While playing for ante is not permitted in tournament play, that does not reduce the
elements of chance that are so clearly prevalent in the actual gameplay itself. Even though the
skill of an individual player will have an impact on the outcome of a match, so too will the
randomized selection of opponents, the luck of the draw, the chance to play first, and the varying
interplay of different decks.
III.

PART III: How WOTC Escapes Notice: Regulations, Common Practices, and Lack of
Oversight: Flying Under the Radar
In traditional sports, like American football, amateur and professional athletes are

distinguished by their relative levels of skill and the notion that only professionals are paid to
perform. The designation that the athletes are “professional” lends itself to the idea that there is a
substantial amount of skill involved in an athlete’s performance. However, as far as eSports and
TCGs are concerned, there is no amateur or college level training nor are there leagues that
players complete in to attain the “professional” designation. In most cases, a player only needs to
pay a fee to enter an eSports or magic tournament and have either a gaming console or, in magic,
a deck of cards. Consequently, amateurs and professionals compete against each other regularly

47

See generally, CML, The Problem with Magic: The Gathering No One is Talking About, DAILYDOT.COM,
https://www.dailydot.com/via/magic-the-gathering-esport. (last updated May 5, 2016). Estimated magic revenue is
$300 million a year.
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for the same prizes and accolades. In this way, WOTC and eSports leagues are distinguishable
from traditional sports.
Under 28 U.S.C. § 3701, a professional sports organization is “a league or association…
that sponsors, organizes, schedules, or conducts a competitive game in which one or more
professional athletes participate.”48 The key distinction here is that typically eSports and TCG
players are not considered athletes. The Oxford English Dictionary defines an athlete as “[a]
person who is proficient in sports and other forms of physical exercise.”49 This is a significant
distinction for WOTC because so long as magic players are not athletes, then pursuant to the
statute, WOTC is not a professional sports league and therefore, not subject to sports gambling
regulations. Since WOTC is not a sports league, the question that follows is whether the game
(magic) itself is gambling.
To enter a magic tournament, players must pay an entrance fee just like many other
tournaments including the WSOP. However, in Humphrey v. Viacom, the New Jersey District
Court established that entry fees such as these are different from bets or wagers.50 In Humphrey,
the court held that because the player has no chance of winning back the entry fee and the entity
offering the prize has no chance to win the promised award, the entry fee is not considered a
wager.51 This is one way that WOTC avoids being labelled gambling because the entrance fees
are not considered wagers. Players pay an entrance fee for the chance to compete in a tournament
like any other. Golf tournaments, chess tournaments, and even eSports tournaments are usually
not considered gambling, also in part, for this reason. Nevertheless, other tournaments like the

48

28 U.S.C.A. § 3701(3)(A)(B).
Athlete, English Oxford Living Dictionaries, OXFORDDICTIONARIES.COM,
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WSOP are considered gambling in most jurisdictions because the game itself is a “gambling
game.” This is an area where courts have been less consistent, which explains why WOTC has
taken considerable steps to distance magic from being perceived as gambling and to avoid such a
classification.
Even though the “ante” provision still appears in the general magic rule book, playing for
ante (and other betting practices) are strictly prohibited under the magic tournament rules.52
WOTC tournament rules forbid “[t]ournament participants, tournament officials, and spectators”
from placing any “wager, ante, or bet on any portion (including the outcome) of a tournament,
match, or game.”53 To tournament participants, those rules carry significant influence. However,
despite these efforts, when it comes to spectators and fans, WOTC is limited in its ability to
enforce these rules. It may not be as widespread as eSports gambling, but there are already online
websites, such as Pinnaclesports.com, that post a betting line on the magic Pro Tour and promote
it on their online platform.54 WOTC is not without remedies for people caught betting on games,
but the remedies available are restricted to WOTC’s authority over its tournaments. Fans,
spectators, and players can be banned from WOTC events and tournaments, but they cannot be
sanctioned or fined outside of that – at least not by WOTC.
WOTC’s strict compliance with its anti-gambling policy often enforces a treatment of
players that is as harsh as many punishments imposed on players found cheating during actual
gameplay.55 For pro players, disqualification from a major magic event can have significant
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repercussions. The stain on that player’s record and social stigma notwithstanding, such a
punishment directly impairs that player’s ability to earn money from the tournament and improve
his or her ranking. An inability to rise in the ranks, in turn, affects future pro points, financial
awards, and tournament outcomes. WOTC, at its sole discretion, has repeatedly punished players
for conduct unrelated to tournament play.56 WOTC’s anti-gambling policy and severe response
to violations of the policy reflect its deliberate attempts to separate magic from being viewed as
gambling or condoning gambling. However, it also raises some serious concerns about the
unchecked regulatory power wielded by WOTC.
Is Magic The Gathering Gambling?
WOTC’s attempts to distance magic and its tournament play from being labelled
gambling and the fact that magic tournament rules explicitly forbid gambling does not mean that
playing in a magic tournament is not itself a gamble. Under N.R.S. 463.0152, a gambling game
is defined as “any game played with cards, dice… or electronic device or machine for money,
property, checks, credit or any representative of value.”57 The inquiry does not stop there. Courts
must further determine whether a game is “gambling” by applying the dominant factor test. In
most jurisdictions, that test turns on whether skill or chance is a substantial factor in the outcome
of the game.58
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The prizes in magic tournaments include significant cash awards, cards with monetary
value, sponsored airfare to future events, and invitations to future events which can be sold for
cash. These latter prizes unambiguously constitute representatives of value under the statute
because they can be traded or sold at face value. Although magic, like Texas Hold’Em, involves
a great deal of skill, “[t]he fact that skill is involved in a game is not determinative of the issue of
whether chance plays a material role in its outcome, for purposes of determining whether the
activity constitutes gambling.”59 Elements of both chance and skill are undoubtedly at play in
any magic format, whether tournament or recreational. Therefore, magic can only be classified as
a mixed game of chance and skill. How jurisdictions treat mixed games of chance and skill does
vary, but to determine whether a specific game constitutes gambling, nearly all states employ the
dominant factor test.60 According to the dominant factor test, if the elements of chance present
are the “dominant factor” in determining the distribution of prizes, the game will be considered
gambling.61 This test does not offer a bright-line rule, but rather, a spectrum with lotteries at one
end and games of pure skill on the other.62 This test is particularly useful for games that include
mixed elements of skill and chance, like most – if not all – card games. As with sports and
arguably most eSports, there are significant elements of skill that determine the outcome of a
match, but they are not devoid of chance either. Still, such games will typically pass the muster
of the dominant factor test. Games like backgammon that rely a on the randomness of a dice roll,
while still requiring significant amount of skill, will likely fall closer to the other end of the
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spectrum. Under this approach, “games in which skill is a significant, although not dominant,
element would be … forbidden[.]”63
In the world of eSports, the creation and addition of loot boxes has become a very
controversial topic. A loot box is a virtual container that appears in video games that can appear
during game play when a player completes a specific game-related task, or at random.64 Each
loot box contains items (commonly referred to as skins) that can have a range of effects in the
game.65 Some skins have little to no effect other than perhaps a visual enhancement, while others
can have significant game-altering potential.66 One reason why there is so much debate
surrounding loot boxes is that they introduce a substantial element of chance into what have been
consistently considered skill-based games. Suppose you are playing in an LOL tournament and
you are awarded a random loot box that contains a game-changing item. In such a circumstance,
you could advance in the tournament solely due to your luck in receiving a loot box and the fact
that the loot box contained such a valuable item. This could be severely detrimental to the video
game industry if game developers and promotors are subsequently forced to be regulated as a
gambling game.
The gaming industry has good reason to stamp out any loot box-gambling connection:
Once states decide to regulate them as such, game studios will have to comply with each
law and statute…This may be a big issue for titans of the industry like Activision-Blizzard,
which has centralized loot boxes in many of its AAA games (Call of Duty: WWII, Destiny
2, Overwatch, Hearthstone) to drive up revenue. Smaller studios that can’t afford legal
counsel but include loot boxes could suffer more if they violate state laws, according to
Marc Whipple, an intellectual-property lawyer who frequently advises video-game
companies.67
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Combined with the vast popularity of eSports, the advent of loot boxes also gives rise to the
potential for these skins to retain a real market value. Online players can buy, sell, and trade
these virtual items for currency in the real world. In some instances, the loot boxes themselves
can be purchased. Imagine a player purchases a loot box for five dollars and that reveals a hidden
item that can then be sold for thousands.68 To avoid these dilemmas, many games, such as Path
of Exile (POE), adopt a strict no-sale policy in spite of consumers who would like to purchase
items in the game.69 POE’s insistence that players refrain from selling in-game items is
analogous in many ways to WOTC’s strict anti-gambling policy. In the same way that POE uses
strict adherence to its no-sale policy, WOTC uses its anti-gambling policy to distance itself from
the pitfalls of being associated with gambling; namely gambling regulations.
This debate over whether the addition of loot boxes is enough to tip the scales in favor of
qualifying eSports as gambling does not only raise concern for game developers; there could also
be significant implications for gambling regulators. Once that bell is rung, it cannot be un-rung
and it could open the door forcing gambling regulators to expend a great amount of resources to
oversee the plethora of popular eSports games and tournaments. Magic draft tournaments include
a similar element of chance because players form their decks by opening a variety of booster
packs and selecting the cards one at a time in sequence. If a booster pack contains only one
valuable card, the randomly selected player who picks first will gain a significant advantage over
the other players in the draft. However, in the popular WOTC constructed tournament formats,
booster packs are only used as prizes and do not affect the actual gameplay. In constructed
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tournaments, players form their decks and submit a deck list detailing each card in their
respective decks with the tournament organizers when sign in. Although booster packs do add an
element of gambling to some formats of magic, most WOTC-sanctioned tournaments are more
akin to WSOP and other card tournaments.
The similarities between magic tournaments and WSOP are of great importance here.
Most jurisdictions have classified Texas Hold’Em as gambling70 and there are considerably more
variables at work in magic than in Texas Hold’Em as well as most, if not all, other variations of
poker games. As with poker, in a game of magic, “a skilled player may give himself a statistical
advantage but is always subject to defeat at the turn of a card, an instrumentality beyond his
control.”71 In magic, there are even more instrumentalities beyond the players control due to the
substantially larger collection of cards that comprise a player’s deck, the randomization of
opponents, and randomly determined the order of play. Magic is further distinguishable from
tournaments like the WSOP in that magic is only regulated by WOTC; and this is a problem.
Regulating Magic The Gathering
The regulation of magic is currently under the sole jurisdiction of WOTC, which means
that WOTC is the only authority deciding acceptable player conduct. A subdivision of WOTC
known as DCI, is the official sanctioning body for all magic events.72 DCI is responsible for
player registration, certifying judges, and sanctioning events.73 It is unclear whether regulations
are created and enforced by DCI or WOTC directly, but what is clear is that there are no outside,
uninterested regulators to offer oversight and ensure fair play by WOTC. This means that WOTC
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has a free hand when devising rules that govern tournament play, judging, and all other
regulations. Due to the rapid growth and the global reach of magic, WOTC’s self-regulating
practices raise some serious concerns with respect to the involvement of minors who compete for
large cash prizes (often against adults) and challenges notions of integrity and fair play.
As a fantasy-based TCG, magic has a tremendous appeal with young players. Due to
globalization, the increasing availability and access of the gambling industry to youths is
naturally becoming a social concern.74 Research suggests that “early initiation of gambling [is]…
closely correlated with placing players at higher risk of developing problem gambling behaviour
in the future.”75 Not only is WOTC making gambling available to minors through booster pack
sales and tournaments, but it is actually targeting youths with its marketing, the actual game
design, and magic lore. Magic cards are not your typical numbered card with the addition of a
club, diamond, heart, or spade symbol. Each magic card sports a unique illustration, explanatory
text, and flavor text relating to the magic storyline.76 WOTC also published a line of fantasy
novels boasting more than 50 titles to further attract young players interested in the fantasy
genre.77 It is also not uncommon for WOTC to promote and encourage its young tournament
players. On Father’s Day, WOTC posted an article displaying father-son and father-daughter
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duos.78 Even more recently, WOTC published another article promoting and congratulating 7year-old Dana Fischer for being the youngest player to make it to the second day in a Grand Prix
tournament.79 Although the game itself shares many elements with other traditional board games
that are typically played merely for recreational purposes, in magic tournament play, minors are
often competing for very large cash prizes. In a recent Grand Prix event in Toronto, 15-year-old
Alessandro Pogorzhelsky finished in 6th place earning a cash prize of $1, 345.61; not a bad take
for a teenager to earn in a weekend.80
Having minors compete against adults carries with it some other safety concerns that
WOTC is perhaps not equip to handle.81 WOTC has come under fire from fans and players
because of its policies regarding hiring practices that do not require background checks for staff
and judges who will be unsupervised while overseeing matches between children and adults
throughout tournaments.82 This highlights another potential problem for unregulated events that
encourage minors to play in what is typically an adult’s world.
Without outside regulation, magic players struggle to maintain a regulated and level
playing field where they can expect “fair play.” In a casual game of chess, or magic, the
consequences to a player when her opponent cheats are somewhat contained. However, with
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thousands of dollars, pro points, Pro Tour invitations, and other prizes on the line, the
implications of cheating can be far more severe. Because WOTC is self-regulating, in situations
like these, players have very little recourse. The common practice for WOTC in dealing with
cheaters is to disqualify the offender from the tournament, suspend the offending player for a
limited time, and in some severe situations ban that player indefinitely from magic tournament
play. However, if the infractions are only discovered at a later date, those remedies offer very
little consolation to the other players who have been adversely affected by the offender. If, on the
other hand, magic was regulated by a gaming commission, the legal repercussions for an offense
during tournament play would have much more significance and would serve as a stronger
deterrent when saddled with potential criminal liability. This aspect of regulation would
reinforce the integrity of the game and encourage fair play.
How Gaming Regulations Could Hurt WOTC
Given the staggering growth of magic in popularity over the last decade, WOTC’s current
self-regulating practices will inevitably give rise to significant public policy concerns. Also, as is
the case with eSports, gambling regulators are perhaps reluctant to open the door to regulating
TCGs because of exponential growth. TCGs are yet another new and scarcely understood
category of games. Gambling regulators lack the expertise to properly oversee tournaments and
tournament officials. They would inevitably be forced to spend significant time and resources in
order to understand and regulate TCGs if they are classified as gambling. If magic is classified as
gambling, subjecting WOTC to gaming regulations could severely impact the gameplay and
WOTC’s bottom line in terms of sales; likely hamstringing their growth and profits.
Under the current tournament structure, gaming regulations would impair small
businesses who rely on magic the most. Small magic retailers would suffer tremendously if they
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could not host sanctioned tournaments at their shops sans gaming license, which are notoriously
hard to obtain. If these retail stores cannot operate their grassroots tournaments legally, WOTC
would likely see a dramatic decline in players and card purchases. Furthermore, if the history of
gambling is any indicator, this would also lead to a spike in illegal tournaments that are not
sanctioned even by WOTC. It is possible that many of those players would migrate to online
play, however, relying on online versions of magic, retail sales generated from the physical
stores would inevitably drop. Furthermore, if retailers cannot host magic tournaments at their
stores, they may be less inclined to carry magic products since they will have fewer opportunities
to sell to players and their customers will have fewer incentives to make last-minute purchases to
alter a deck before a tournament begins.
Imposing gambling related age restrictions on the stores and tournament venues would
also pose a substantial threat to WOTC. Since a large percentage of magic’s demographic is
teenagers and minors who cannot gamble legally, gaming regulations would prevent even casual
tournaments from admitting minors. WOTC use magic tournaments as a method of promoting
new card releases and implanting their new cards into the marketplace. However, if minors
cannot attend these tournaments, they will not be exposed to one of WOTC’s primary methods of
advertising. Moreover, if magic is considered gambling, it is conceivable that WOTC would be
fined for advertising to minors or otherwise encouraging minors to purchase cards. The social
stigma that many communities place on gambling would also discourage parents from allowing
their children to play and even dissuade adults from playing if they associate magic with a form
of gambling.
To cover the expenses of regulating magic, regulatory bodies would need to levy taxes
and license fees on both the organizers and the competitors who win prizes. Although the total
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amount of prize money awarded by WOTC is significant, for players finishing outside the top
eight, the individual award can be quite modest. If a portion of that award is taken away as a
gaming tax it would become a further deterrent for players. Organizers would also be less
inclined to host tournaments if faced with debilitating licensing fees and other compliance costs.
WOTC has invested substantially in its tournament structure and online community to
promote and market the magic brand. If magic is held to the same standards as traditional card
games like poker, that are marketed towards adults, WOTC will suffer considerable losses that
would likely derail its entire business. If gaming commissions swallow up non-traditional TCGs
like magic into the pre-existing framework, companies like WOTC will be hard-pressed to
survive. Classifying magic as gambling and forcing WOTC to comply with typical gaming
regulations is also likely to dismantle the magic tournament structure and discourage the
innovation of thousands of other TCGs in the marketplace. It is clear why WOTC works hard to
avoid being labelled a “gambling game,” however, as a mixed game of chance and skill wherein
individuals compete using cards and dice for a cash award, magic tournament play should indeed
be classified as such. Moreover, due to the exponential popularization of magic, allowing
WOTC to maintain the status quo and have complete discretion on how to monitor and regulate
magic tournaments, is no longer a viable option. While the goal of regulation should never be to
halt commerce or limit individual freedoms, gambling regulations are necessary to protect the
public from the very real harms such as gambling addiction and game fixing.83 The dangers of
allowing TCG game developers to operate tournaments without regulation or oversight would
have equally, if not more, harmful consequences both on local and international communities.
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Because the extreme solutions on either end are not workable, TCGs require a middle ground;
which could potentially be achieved with a TCG carve-out.
IV.

PART IV: 3-Prong Proposed Regulation Strategy: The TCG Carve-Out
If TCGs remained hidden in the shadows without gaining so much popularity, regulation

would be near impossible. The injuries and dangers would still exist, but they may not have ever
risen to such a level where they merit the necessary allocation of resources needed to govern
them. However, now that TCGs have reached this level of commonality, they plainly must be
regulated. Considering the size of the magic community, the magic online platforms, and the
expansive global reach of TCGs generally, a special gaming classification or “carve-out” is
clearly merited.
TCGs can easily be distinguished from traditional card games like poker based on some
key characteristics such as the subject matter of the games, the demographics of the players, and
who the games are marketed towards. However, those differences alone may not be enough to
clearly identify TCGs as separate from traditional card games. It would be far too easy for a
gaming establishment to change the standard images on their cards to cartoons and market to
children; thus meeting the requirements of a carve-out. Regulators will need to examine the
elements of TCGs to establish which games can be classified as a TCGs and how to ensure that
TCGs remain distinguishable from more typical casino games. Some other ways to distinguish
TCGs for the carve-out could be based on the prize money awarded for tournaments and the
recreational aspects of the games. For example, if a TCG reaches a certain threshold of prize
money, it will no longer satisfy the requirements of the carve-out and be treated as a “gambling
game” with the same licensing and taxation requirements as other gambling games. Similarly, if
the TCG is being played in a tournament with only a small number of players, it could be
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considered primarily a “recreational” game and stay within the classifications of the carve-out.
This carve-out could potentially be applicable to poker games as well if that game is, for
example, a small tournament among friends for minimal prize money. Whether gaming
commissions choose to include other games like poker into the carve-out, which could also
encourage growth in that marketplace, is something that could be decided on a case-by-case or
jurisdictional basis.
1st Prong: Licencing and Taxation
Once a game is categorized as a TCG, it will be subject to certain exemptions from
standard gaming regulatory practices, but still be limited by stricter operational practices than
these games currently face. Licensing should be required only by the game developers and
tournament operators, not the venues who might otherwise require a gaming license to host
gambling events and should be easily obtained with minimal requirements in contrast to typical
gaming licenses. For example, a retail hobby store that plans on hosting a local tournament will
need to obtain a license from the local gaming commission, but that license should not require
the store owner to jump through the regular hoops and background checks required for a
standard gaming license. Any game developer or tournament organizer seeking a TCG gaming
license, who has legally obtained rights to a specific game or permission from the rights holder
to host a tournament, should be issued a license for a reasonable fee determined by the
overseeing body in that jurisdiction. That license will grant the licensee the right to operate
tournaments for a specific TCG alone. Taxation on prizes and admission fees for tournaments
shall be limited to the pre-existing governmental standard taxation on income and sales rather
than gaming taxes. Licenses should be renewable after a pre-determined duration for a
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reasonable fee. Again, the purpose here is to regulate, rather than hamper, the licensees. The
second prong of this proposed framework deals with limitations on the tournaments themselves.
2nd Prong: Restrictions: Age, Awards, and Distinguishing Professionals from Amateurs
To maintain classification as a TCG, licensees shall comply with certain age restrictions
and limitations on prize payouts. Licensees shall also separate amateur and professional
tournaments with separate rules for each. By separating the amateurs from the professionals,
TCGs will be able to minimize the exploitation of minors without being forced to close
operations altogether. Qualifications for pro tournaments should include age restrictions
preventing minors from competing against adult veterans. This age restriction must comply with
the age restrictions on gambling in the hosting region. For example, if the tournament is hosted
in Nevada where the age restriction for gambling is twenty-one, the pro tournament should only
offer admission to players who are aged twenty-one and above. Similarly, prizes and payouts for
tournaments must be capped. The amount of the cap should ultimately be determined by the
regulatory commission. If a monetary payout is too high, the TCG will no longer meet the
requirements of the carve-out and will instead be subject to the same gaming regulations and
taxations as other pre-existing gaming regulations. This carve-out would also facilitate TCG
tournaments in states that do not legalize gambling. To illustrate, suppose a store within a state
that does not permit gambling wishes to run a magic tournament. A license to run TCG
tournaments could still be permitted under the carve-out exception to the no-gambling
regulations provided that the proper age restrictions are followed and the prize payouts are within
the permitted payout maximum. However, if the payouts are above the allotted limit, that store
will be in violation of the local gaming statutes and subject to fines or penalties that the state
would normally impose on illegal gaming establishments. The carve-out would essentially allow
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the licensee to operate under a less restrictive framework, but non-compliance removes that
privilege. Prizes for amateur tournaments should be scaled accordingly and severely limited in
monetary awards. The enduring danger here is that non-monetary prizes, such as booster packs,
limited edition cards, and airfare84 can easily be converted to monetary gains. Nevertheless, those
transactions can be monitored separately by collaboration between the regulatory bodies and the
operators. Towards that end, licensees will be required to submit a report to local commissions of
all awards from an event and prizes deemed too large can be addressed by gaming commissions
on a case-by-case basis.
3rd Prong: Online Tournaments and Events
Finally, the third prong of this framework deals specifically with online tournaments and
events. While online TCG events must meet the same minimum requirements put forward in the
second prong, to operate an online event, licensees will have to comply with additional screening
requirements. Players in online events shall be subject to registration whereby licensees issue
player numbers that are subsequently registered with a regulatory commission in the jurisdiction
where the licensee is located. This will allow TCG organizers and regulators to monitor age
restrictions as well as prize payouts. Additionally, online events will require licensees to request
a special provision on their license subject to an additional license fee borne by the licensee. This
extra fee will compensate regulatory bodies for the additional expenses required to maintain and
review player registrations. Licensees should be expected to report the status of their registered
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players with their local gaming commission quarterly. To maintain standing under this proposed
TCG carve-out, licensees will have to comply with these limitations, violations of which will
result in penalties imposed at the discretion of the gaming commissions or other designated
regulatory body.
Under this framework, TCGs will avoid the stigma of gambling despite still being
monitored by qualified third parties. TCGs will not be considered gambling by the public under
the traditional views of what gambling is, but the public interests will still be protected by a
governing body. Although a carve-out will somewhat open the door forcing gambling regulators
to allocate some extra resources, that door will only be opened a crack. Regulators will not need
to oversee every aspect of the tournaments and officiating to the same extreme extent as with
other gambling games and the expenses will be mitigated by licensing fees. Despite the low cost
of licensing, the sheer number of events and hosts will bring in substantial revenue typical in any
economy of scale. Game designers will not be discouraged from developing new games for fear
of costly compliance to strict gambling regulations and players will not be turned away from the
games they’ve grown to love.
Considering the rapid growth of magic, and TCGs in general, it would be irresponsible
for regulators not to address the growing public policy concerns. Even if certain jurisdictions
may not conclude that magic is a form of gambling, it is undeniable that many of the dangerous
elements of gambling are also present in magic tournaments. Conversely, the harsh restrictions
that typical gaming regulations would impose on WOTC could potentially ruin magic altogether.
Naturally, as a successful business enterprise, WOTC is primarily motivated by a need to expand
its market share and increase profit so it is quite apparent why WOTC would seek to shield itself
from being classified as “gambling.” WOTC cannot be expected to place the same importance on
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public safety as other disinterested parties would or to have the expertise to control the potential
harms that coincide with globalization. Allowing WOTC, who are severely under qualified to
regulate gambling or protect their players from the dangers present in these tournaments, to
continue self-regulating would be an unforgiveable disservice to the public. The answer here is
to find a middle ground that serves the public interest in such a way that would not be prohibitive
to companies like WOTC who want to promote a TCG through increasingly popular tournament
formats. Since most jurisdictions would agree that magic tournaments constitute gambling, or at
minimum that magic tournaments share many of the same dangers as gambling games, a gaming
carve-out catered specifically to TCGs is a logical solution. WOTC has held up its illusion for
long enough, now it is past time that regulators deal with the cards in play.
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